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Abstract

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is

developing a class of satellites called nano-

satellites. The technologies developed for
these satellites will enable a class of

constellation missions for the NASA Space
Science Sun-Earth Connections theme and will

be of great benefit to other NASA enterprises.

A major challenge for these missions is

meeting significant scientific objectives with

limited onboard and ground-based resources.

Total spacecraft power is limited by the small

satellite size. Additionally, it is highly

desirable to minimize operational costs by

limiting the ground support required to manage
the constellation.

This paper will describe how these challenges

are met in the design of the nanosat power

system. We will address the factors

considered and tradeoffs made in deriving the

nanosat power system architecture. We will

discuss how incorporating onboard fault

detection and correction capability yields a

robust spacecraft power bus without the mass

and volume penalties incurred from redundant

systems and describe how power system

efficiency is maximized throughout the
mission duration.

1. Nanosat Overview

The primary objective of the GSFC

Nanosat development effort is to enable flying
tens to hundreds of nano-sateUites in a

constellation to make multiple remote and

in-situ measure-ments in space [I]. This will

revolutionize the scientific investigations of

key physical processes explored by the Space
Science and Earth Science communities. To

enable this goal, we must develop advanced

technology that is low cost, lightweight, low

power and survivable in a space radiation

environment over a two year mission lifetime.

The next generation of Space Science missions

requires the deployment of multiple spatially

separated sensors to answer fundamental

questions that arise in NASA's Sun-Earth

Connections (SEC) theme [2]. Magneto-

spheric Constellation (MAGCON), a keystone

mission on the SEC Roadmap, is to obtain the

first dynamic overview of Space Weather. To

implement MAGCON numerous weather

stations (tens to hundreds of spacecraft) must

be placed in orbit about the Sun and the Earth.

Thus this constellation of spacecraft must be

simple and economical to build, orbit, and

operate. The spacecraft must withstand

demanding physical conditions and long

communication blackouts, while meeting

demanding data return requirements. As

Earth, Planetary, and Deep Space missions

share similar concerns, the enabling

technologies we are developing apply. These

demands are driving spacecraft technology

toward smaller, constrained spacecraft:
Nanosats.

Nanosats will be small, efficient, and capable
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spacecraftthat enablemissionsrequiring
multiple independentinstrumentplatforms.
Smaller,however,doesnot necessarilymean
lesscapable,but it does require a highly

integrated system with intelligent control

strategies. Resources to support redundancy

are not available. In this paper, we focus on

the Electronic Power System of the Spacecraft.

We will discuss how integrating the power

system with other subsystems enables more

capable spacecraft. In addition, we will
discuss how the PSE architecture and

advanced autonomous control strategies

eliminate string redundancy and enhance

spacecraft reliability and reduce ground

support costs.

To enhance reliability and eliminate string

redundancy, we turn to robust, autonomously

adaptive systems. Care is being taken to

implement solely within the local power

subsystem only those tasks absolutely

necessary for immediate health and safety.

Other tasks that may be required only

periodically will be implemented remotely on

the spacecraft CPU. The spacecraft will

operate as a 'single string' system since
redundant hardware or software is not

implemented.

1.1 Spacecraft Redundancy

Nanosats are not large enough to

support the traditional concept of component

redundancy to implement fault tolerance.

Indeed, Nanosats are so restrictive that many

spacecraft systems must be developed in an

integrated way to symbiotically satisfy

multiple needs, e.g. structural, thermal, and

power. Individual components provide

multiple functionality, so Nanosat operates as

a single-string system, where the failure of one

function may stop the system. Fault tolerance

and availability of operation are obtained with

Nanosat through multiple spacecraft, but as in

the game of chess, one should not waste one's

pieces. The spacecraft must be made as robust

as possible, and care must be taken to ensure

that systematic problems do not arise among
the elements of the Nanosat Constellations. In

this way, though individual Nanosats may

degrade and fail, the capability of the Nanosat

Constellation will more gracefully decay.

2. Challenges and Constraints

The MAGCON mission samples a large

fraction of the Earth's magnetosphere. Many

MAGCON Nanosats will have orbital periods

of ten or more days. With their low power

and small antennae, Nanosats will only be able

communicate with the ground for the few

hours when the spacecraft is near perigee.

The ten day communication blackouts lend an

extreme Deep Space character to Space

Science Nanosat missions. To put this aspect

of Nanosat requirements in perspective, the

round trip light travel time between Earth and
Pluto is between 8 and 14 hours. The

operators of a mission to Pluto would likely

learn of and respond to problems with their

spacecraft more rapidly than would operators

of MAGCON Nanosats. To be fair, these
Nanosats will have much better

communication rates to ground at perigee than

a spacecraft at Pluto. But MAGCON Nanosats

will have to take more responsibility for their

own function than previous solar terrestrial

probes [31.

3. Traditional Power System Control

Traditional spacecraft design has

focused on providing redundant equipment and

configurations in order to provide effective

mission support in spite of equipment failures

and system degradation. In order to utilize

these capabilities, a large number of telemetry

points, or system data parameters, are provided

to assist ground controllers, and in some

instances, flight processors, in determining
when and ff failures occur. It should be noted

that ground control plays a major role in this

process. Except for a limited number of

exceptions, system monitoring, anomaly

detection and workarounds are performed by

ground control. That is, all these functions are

manual in nature. Though more autonomous

operating procedures are being implemented

for some newer, larger spacecraft, in the large

majority of cases, if people don't see or do it,
no action will be taken.



Two distinct groupsof peoplemakeup the
staff of a groundcontrol center.Flight
operationspersonnelarethepeoplewho
routinelymonitor thespacecraftduring the
periodiccommunicationsperiods,called
"passes".Dependingon thekind of support
beingreceived,passescanbeasshortastento
fifteen minutesin duration. During this time,
real-timedatamustbeanalyzed,recorded
playbackdatarecovered,computermemory
loaded,andspacecraftsystemsmonitoredfor
anomalies.Obviously,this leaveslittle time
for anyworkaroundactivity otherthanthe
mostfundamental,predefinedanomaly
reactionprocedures.

This is wheretheengineeringstaffparticipates
in theeffort. If anomaliesoccurduring off

hours (most seem to) the flight operations

team contacts the on duty engineer. During

working hours they may be in the control

center itself. Real time and playback

telemetry is reviewed, the anomaly identified

and reaction plans developed. This can take

hours or even days for severe problems. Most

systems have "safe modes" that can be

automatically triggered in severe problems

occur, but these typically only put the

spacecraft into safe configurations. They do

nothing to address the anomaly, but almost

always seriously affect mission effectiveness.

Also, some safe modes require a great deal of
effort to recover from.

Finally a reaction plan is developed and

command sequences prepared. They are then
executed when communications with the

spacecraft are next established. Simple

sequences can be done in one pass, more

complex procedures can take extended periods

of time. A spacecraft with a large amount of

redundant hardware and a complex set of

possible configurations provides a range of

responses, but also increases the amount of

time necessary to prepare anomaly responses.
It should be obvious that the traditional

method of spacecraft control can be

demanding and time consuming.

one spacecraft. Indeed, it will be operated as a
constellation of dozens to a hundred or more

spacecraft. The spacecraft assessment and

command generation for one-hundred

individual idiosyncratic spacecraft is an

incredibly challenging task.

4. Why autonomy?
The Electrical Power System (EPS)

requires a degree of autonomy for solar array

regulation, selection of battery charge rates,

bus voltage regulation, load predictions, power

availability, load shedding, circuit protection,

optimization of the power system and

reliability management of EPS cognizant areas.

Constellation missions involving as many as a

hundred spacecraft are a primary application of

Nanosats. With so many Nanosats in a

mission, it would be difficult to handle these

by coUecting the data, coding it, sending it to

the ground, interpreting it, getting a human to

look at it, make a decision, code the

command, send it to the spacecraft, and insure

the commandwas executed. This typical

chain of events also requires moresubsystem

resources for Command and Data Handling

(C&DH) and Communications (COM). And

thus more power from the EPS. There is a

great benefit for the EPS and for the rest of

the spacecraft for as great a degree of

autonomy as possible on the Nanosats.

Ordinarily this degree of autonomy would

require more processing power, however many

EPS autonomy functions will be implemented

locally independent of the Nanosat CPU.

4.1 Single-string Reliability through

Component Adaptability

Having multiple spacecraft in similar

orbits provides a basic measure of fault

tolerance and availability, but spacecraft

redundancy does not ensure spacecraft-
effectiveness. In fact, this sort of redundancy

carries its own risks: two eggs dropped on the

floor break about as quickly as one and leave

behind a bigger mess.

Furthermore, MAGCON/Nanosat is not just The spacecraft must be made as robust as



possible,andcaremustbe takento ensurethat
systematicproblemsdonotariseamongthe
elementsof theNanosatConstellations.In
thisway, thoughindividualNanosatsmay
degradeandfail, thecapabilityof theNanosat
Constellationwill evenmoregracefullydecay.

To enhancereliability whileeliminatingstring
redundancy,we turn to robust,autonomously
adaptivesystems.Only thosetasksabsolutely
necessaryfor shortterm (instantaneous)
functionalityareimplementedwithin the local
EPS. Lessfrequentlyexecutedtaskswill
sharethespacecraftCPUwith other
subsystems.Thespacecraft,particularlythe
hardwarecomponent,will operateasa 'single

string' system.

An example is the EOS-AM battery design

where two batteries are provided: either single

battery would not be able to provide the

mission requirement. Cell redundancy is

incorporated into the design with cell by-pass

circuitry to eliminate any cell that goes

open-circuit. The hi-directional

charger/discharger called the BPC will

automatically sense the reduction of a cell and

compensate for the battery operation. Thus,

instead of having redundant strings, we place

redundant elements within a string. EOS-PM

and MAP battery designs rely even more on

cell redundancy, the second battery is

eliminated, leaving these systems with a single

battery.

A similar opportunity exists with solar arrays.

The Nanosat solar array, like most solar arrays

is made up of many solar cells in a series

string, with many strings in parallel making up

the system voltage and power requirement.

The proportion of the load that any one solar

string is supplying power to can be adjusted to

provide system performance with redundancy.

When the performance of a string degrades,

the electronics will adjust the voltage output so

the string still contributes power, though at a

lower level. Thus, Nanosat operates as a

single-string system, where the failures are

tolerated by system self-adjustment.

4.2 Component Adaptability and Multi-use

We see that within the EPS subsystem

there are opportunities for redundancy. Clever

use of interdependence and parallelism enables

adaptability as mentioned above. It also

enables economical applications of resources.

For example we are exploring a structural

battery that will incorporate a mounting
surface for the solar cells and will be a

spacecraft support structure. We are even

exploring housing our power electronics within

the structure. In a sense, we are adapting

power system components to meet EPS and

spacecraft needs in novel ways. This

integrated approach requires coordination

among subsystem designers, but Nanosat
demands the reduction in overhead resource

costs.

5. Intelligence and Autonomy

In the context of robust and adaptive

subsystem infrastructures, a symbiotic

relationship between hardware-based and

software-based logic could make possible the

realization of the high level of autonomy

desired for Nanosat in spite of its limited

processing resources. One promising model of

Nanosat autonomy is that realized by Such a

shared responsibility between subsystem

hardware and subsystem-related software in

Nanosat's shared processor.

For a subsystem, the hardware-based

autonomy will readily support the handling of

situations that require a quick simple reaction.

However, those situations which require more

deliberation before acting will be handled by

the subsystem's autonomy-related software

stored in the shared processor (Figure 1).

5.1 Activities

There are three basic types of activities

that will be supported by the autonomy-related

software in the Nanosat shared processor.

These are: Trending, Science management, and

FDIR (Fault Detection, Isolation, and Repair).

Trending activities deal with predictions.

From continuous subsystem or instrument state



information,a trendingfunction couldbe
exercisedto establishthepossibility of
eventuallyenteringananomalousstate.The
systemcouldtheninitiate correctiveactionsto
avoidtheanomaloussituation.

Sciencemanagementactivities arefocusedon
theuseof heuristicsto assigndegreesof
interestto thesciencedataavailableandonly
storehigh-interestdata.

FDIR activitiescomeinto play whenan
anomaloussituationoccursin eithera
subsystemor experimentpackage.State
informationfrom thesubsystemor experiment
packageis usedto determinethat ananomaly
exists. TheFDIR logic thenisolatesthefault,
i.e. determinesthefault's location,and
initiatesasequenceof (usually)pre-stored
actionsto getthesubsystemor experiment
packageback to a good state.

5.2 Technologies

There are several overlapping

autonomy-related technologies that can support
these activities. These are:

• Rule-based: quick reaction;

• Model-based: deliberative reasoning,

planning for action;
° Neural nets: classification of faults;

• Fuzzy Logic: approximate reasoning

deals with inexact data;

° Heuristics: rule-of-thumb reasoning.

The autonomy resource on Nanosat can make

use of the appropriate technology based on the
situation and the nature of the data and

information that needs to be reasoned with.

5.3 Current Applications

The realization of ground-based and space-

based autonomy already has a strong and

vibrant history. Here are a few examples [4].

The ground systems for such missions as

GRO, XTE, MAP, IMAGE, TRACE, and HST

all include elements of autonomy to assist

human operators and analysts in the execution

of their tasks. Applications of technologies

like expert systems, neural networks, fuzzy

SharedProcessor

EPS:Subsysl:ee

GoddardNanosat

Figure 1. Nanosat EPS control concept.

reasoning, and model-based reasoning are

becoming commonplace:.-

The second phase of an experimental

agent-based ground operations system LOGOS

(Lights-Out Ground Operations System) is

under development. It has already shown how

a community of agents can successfully act as

surrogate controllers in an autonomous ground

system.

Space-based systems are also participating in

the encroachment of autonomy on operations.

Autonomous attitude control systems are a

critical spacecraft technology in use today.

Autonomous navigation and on-board

maneuver planning are being realized. The

application of fuzzy controller technology

supports this focus. The Remote Agent

project has resulted in an experimental use of

agent technology on the DS 1 spacecraft.

Extensive use of model-based reasoning for

health and safety functions and spacecraft

activity planning support this activity. The

adaptive scheduler work for Next Generation

Space Telescope (NGST) will contribute to

better science agenda management.



Nanosatis in apositionto significantly profit
from theseautonomysuccesses.It will also
contributeto optimizationsof the
autonomy-relatedtechnologiesbecauseof its
resourceconstraints.

Thesetechniquesarecritical to achievethe
goalsof someNanosatapplications.But what
arethemoreimmediateapplicationsof the
techniquesof thissectionto NanosatEPS?

5.4Intelligenceand EPS
In thissectionwediscusshow onboard

intelligenceenhancestheautonomyand
functionof theEPS. By intelligencewe
broadlymeantheability to learnor under-
stand:it is theability of theEPSto make
decisionsor changeits behaviorin light of its
history. Onestrategyto obtainthis
adaptabilityis to makethathistoryas
uneventfulaspossible. In Section4 we
describedanapproachto achievingalarge
measureof autonomythroughjudicious
design.Thereis notmuchto gowrongin an
EPSdesignedfor simplicity, nor is theremuch
to configureor monitor. ThustheEPSis
designedto providesimplebehaviorsand
controls.

Thesimplestway to build independenceof
humancontrolinto theEPSis to designa
predictablysteady,no-maintenance,robust
systemthat lastslong enoughto getthejob
done. Many aspectsof thehealthandsafety
of theEPSmustbedesignedinto thesystem,
for example,thesafeoperationof spacecraft
batteries.By using low- or no-maintenance
batterytechnologiesandcircuit designsthat
avoidovercharging,theNanosatEPShas
fewerdegreesof freedomthatrequirecontrol,
andcertainfaults areavoided.Unlike
traditionalpowersystems,mostdegreesof
freedomof theEPSarehandledwithin the
EPSsubsystemitself. Or putanotherway, the
systemis beingdesignedwith afew degrees
of freedomaspossible.A simplerule base
runningon asharedprocessoror anembedded
EPSmicrocontrollercouldcontrolthe
remainingdegreesof freedom.ThusEPS

A Platformto EvaluateCompetinoA_rqache.q

GoddardNanosat

Figure 2. The EPS is being designed so

that different control schemes may be

quantitatively compared and analyzed.

would monitor its battery charge, prescribe a

charging rate, and could be smart enough to

compensate for battery or solar cell failures as

described above. Nanosat EPS is being

designed to evaluate competing technologies

to implement these control functions (Figure

3), Fuzzy Logic is one key technology we are

evaluating.

5.5 EPS Operation

Much EPS intelligence and adaptability

is designed into the system itself to maintain

the health of EPS components. Therefore, we

introduce the concept of a Spacecraft Agent

(SA) that is responsible for those things the

EPS and other subsystems cannot do for

themselves. This concept is similar to the

New Millenium Remote Agent (NMRA)

architecture being tested on board NASA's

Deep Space One [5]. The NMRA uses a

variety of advanced AI techniques to achieve

mission goals, and onboard planning and

scheduling is major cost for the NMRA. The
NMRA makes extensive use of Model-Based-

Reasoning to determine and predict spacecraft

state and to instruct the formation of plans of
action [6]. We do not foresee the Nanosat SA



requiringthesamedegreeof complexity that
DS1requires,sowearefocussingourefforts
to designNanosatsubsystemswith simplicity
andautonomyaskey featuresfrom thestart.
On theotherhand,therapidadvanceof
computingcapability maymakeapproaches
suchasusedin DS1moreapplicable,therefore
we areconsideringthecostsandbenefits of

such software agent based autonomy.

The main point is that we can design

spacecraft subsytems to be controlled by the

SA. Nanosat development will create systems

and subsystems that operate with as little

external input as is reasonable: simply

reinstating the traditional command and control

capabihty outlined in Section 3 on board the

spacecraft is not our aim.

So if we have done our job in making a

reasonably worry free EPS, what tasks are left

over for the SA to handle? The key

functionality that SA can add to EPS operation

is the distribution of power to spacecraft

subsystems. Decisions about power

distribution areto be deliberately left outside

the purview of the EPS. The EPS provides

electrical power and information about its

current state, e.g. its current store of energy

and its power production rate. The SA will

have a planning and scheduling capability

where it maps out its actions based on its

understanding of the electrical sources, loads,

and mission policy.

SA will contend with issues and conflicts that

arise as it makes sure that Nanosat has enough

power to meet mission critical objectives. The

SA must ensure that there is enough power to

keep memory alive through eclipses and that

the spacecraft has the power to communicate

with the ground at perigee. Science

instruments and other subsystems, e.g. C&DH,

COM, usually have a number of modes of

operation that require different amounts of

power; the SA will set the modes of operation

based on mission policy. In general, EPS is

designed to provide the maximum required

power, in which case, SA power allocation

becomes important when there is a spacecraft

fault. However, we know that EPS's power

output will degrade over the lifetime of the

mission, therefore it makes sense to design

spacecraft subsystems to be able to adapt to
the decline of this resource.

Hence, SA will allocate power, and, ff

possible, SA will optimize power use per

mission policy, e.g., to maximize the amount

of Science data returned to Earth. Making
these and other run-time decisions is the main

function of the SA; how these decisions are

made depends on the complexity of mission

policy and the available resources.

5.6 EPS Maintenance

As stated above, the EPS provides the
SA with information that SA uses to make and

act on decisions. Following trends, e.g. power

balance over time, is one possibly useful long

term activity for the SA. Temperatures,

currents, voltages may also provide insight

into how the EPS is functioning. But what
can the SA do with this information? What

control points does EPS providetoSA? If the

EPS team is successful, the answers to these

two questions are very little and very few.

Battery reconditioning is a prime example of

our approach. Charge cycling some kinds of

batteries improves their performance, but
criteria and decisions must be made about

when and how to perform this reconditioning.

The logic associated with these criteria,

decisions, routines, plans, and schedules must,

for Nanosat, exist onboard the spacecraft either
within the EPS or the SA. As discussed in

sections 2 and 3, open-loop command is not

an option. By choosing a battery technology

that does not require reconditioning, one

reduces the costs of the overhead required to

make the decision. However, EPS function

has not necessarily been diminished by using

an alternative battery technology, in fact

subsystem and system performance has just
been enhanced.

A key goal of the Nanosat team is to identify

such opportunities for efficiency and

aggressively take advantage of them. We

believe that this approach will enable the



applicationof a greaterrangeof
autonomy-relatedtechnologiesonboard
spacecraft.By judicious design,wewill free
theresourcesnecessaryto usemoreexpensive
techniqueswheretheyaretruly required.
However,thisrequirescommunication,
coordination,andcollaborationbetween
missionandsystemdesigners,i.e. betweenand
amongstscientistsandengineers.Designsand
requirementsmustiteratebackandforth
betweenthesediversegroupsof people,so
thatthegroupasawholeunderstandsthe
implicationsof their decisions.This is likely
themostdifficult challengeNanosatfaces.
(Notethatthis is forcedonusby theexpense
of puttingthingsinto space.)

5.7 Spacecraft Agent ImplementaUon

How the SA is to be implemented has

not been determined, because it is still quite

early in the project. Subsection 5.2 "above lists

a number of technologies that could be used;

each technology has its own advantages and

disadvantages. The Nanosat EPS is being
designed to make it easier to use a broader

range of these technologies, so that we can use

the tool that seems most applicable to the task

at hand. Heuristics based in Fuzzy Logic are

strong contenders for several aspects of the

system because they are efficient, convenient,

and have been successfully deployed in the

past.

5.8 RISC and Spacecraft System Design

In a sense, our approach is analogous

to that taken by the developers of RISC

technology for microprocessors. Reduced

Instruction Set Computers feature simplified

memory access and other functional behaviors.

The regularity and simplicity of instruction

sets based on load-store processor architectures

allow compilers to produce smaller, more

efficient executable [7]. With Nanosat, we are

pursuing simpler, more regular subsystems to

ease the task of the Spacecraft Agent (SA). A

compiler makes decisions about how a

processor is to behave, just as the SA makes

decisions about how the spacecraft is to
behave.

6. Conclusion

The Goddard Nanosat PSE is being
designed to meet the requirements of the

Magnetospheric Constellation mission by novel

means. Many of the challenges we face are

common to all small, inexpensive spacecraft,

thus our approach may benefit a range of
applications. The EPS architecture enhances

reliability and eliminates string redundancy.
Low-bandwidth tasks are implemented at a

local subsystem level. Other tasks will be

implemented remotely, sharing the resources

of the spacecraft CPU, and communicating as

required with the local power electronics.

Several control strategies are being analyzed to

facilitate the autonomous operations imposed
by the ten day period of the 60x3 RE orbit.

Control strategies that are currently resource

intensive will be enabled through the judicious

design of spacecraft subsystems. The desired

behaviors of the Nanosat EPS are simple, and

the subsystem's internal degrees of freedom

need not be many, therefore its control scheme

can be simple and complete.

Finally, the PSE will be implemented as one

of several components in a highly integrated

spacecraft. This will facilitate optimizing the

control strategy of all the spacecraft

subsystems, thereby enhancing the reliability,

robustness, and function of the spacecraft on

orbit. All Nanosat subsystems, EPS, C&DH,

COM, Science, and so on, will also follow this

strategy of behavior simplification,

regularization, and closure.
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